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Essay a genre of criticism, literary criticism, characterized by  free interpretation of any problem. 
The author of the essay analyzes  selected problem (literary, aesthetic, philosophical), not 
taking care of the systematic presentation, the reasoning of the conclusions, common question 
(Dictionary of literary terms. M., 1984). 

Essay is a type of essay in which the main role is not played reproduction of the fact, and the image 
of impressions, thoughts, associations (A brief dictionary of literary terms. M., 1987). 
Essay independent creative writing, representing a detailed and reasoned presentation of your 
point of view on the proposed topic. 
The form of the essay is usually a reasoning reflection (less often reasoning is explanation), 
therefore it uses question-response form of presentation, interrogative sentences, series 
homogeneous members, introductory words, parallel communication sentences in the text. 
Distinctive features of the style of the essay: imagery, aphoristic, paradox 
For the essay is characterized by the use of various means artistic expression: metaphors, allegorical
and parable images, symbols, comparisons and others. 

Essay Features the presence of a specific topic or question the personal nature of the perception of 
the problem and its understanding small volume free composition the ease of narration internal 
semantic unity aphoristic, emotional speech Essay structure An introduction that summarizes the 
response to The proposed question or is summarized as the position which is supposed to be 
defended in the main part of the essay. The main part, which provides detailed answers to the 
question or set forth a position supported by theoretical arguments and empirical data. 
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These are the moments when you are bombarded with school projects and you don’t have enough 
time to cope with it, maybe because you work and study at the same time, you need help finding a 
professional opinion on your lecturer’s coursework or perhaps finding a professional Letters A 
service that helps you convey information to readers. These are some of the reasons why you can 
apply for a professional writing service. You can also find information that you would like to write 
about, but you do not have enough skills to do this. Such situations may prevent you from writing, 
but should not prevent the publication of your work. The solution is to choose a good essay writing 
service online. These are professional writers who will provide services on your behalf, but for a 
fee. Currently, most people who read written materials can be found on the Internet. A brief search 
on the Internet shows that many professional / online sites providing the same services to the 
general public are wondering: how to choose the best online service for writing an essay? As a 
consumer, it is important to conduct your own research on the companies offering these services. 
What signs should I look for?
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